Power Review Book

Multiple Activities for each
lesson written specifically
for the TEKS
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The Step Up to the TEKS Reading Series review component
is called the Power Review Book.

The Vocabulary of Testing
Activity 1

3 pre-assessment to find
s from the Category 1 and
s for informational
Use the reading question
in order to answer test question
words that you need to know
share them with the class.
your chart paper. You will
selections. Fill them in on
below.
you missed on the chart
Fill in any words or phrases

The Power Review Books are complete, multi-sensory, selfcontained units with instructional notes, hands-on activities,
practice and assessments all in one place. Every question in
every passage is written specifically for the TEKS. Included
within the books are inspirational quotes, test-taking tips for
each day, ice breakers, or vocabulary warm-ups, STAAR
Practice and journaling tips.

Full-Length Selections
and Paired Passages with
STAAR type questions

Reading Words
Expository

Procedural

Persuasive

Media Literacy
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.
answer to each question
s. Then choose the best
Read the next two selection

The Power Review Books are written to be used in two-week
reviews during school or as part of a summer program. The
books can also be used as part of a lab setting in conjuction
with the Practice and Assessment books.

Prepared Me to Be an Adult
Three Ways Summer Camp

was, a city kid with a
at summer camp. There I
Activity 2 Think-Pair-Share
I'll never forget my first day
1
East Texas surrounded by 200

of
the piney
for
ry woods
deep in
vocabula
circleeofinfriends,
since I was
the testing
differenc
the least, I was terrified. But
about the large
To say
none of whom I knew.your
Talk at your table group
group
other kids,
to make the most
What are some of the things
to come take me home, I decided
ional texts.
too proud to call my parents
literary texts and informat
at camp and see that they played
days
my
on
back
look
differences?
of it. Ten years later, I can
noticed concerning these
adult.
an
be
to
me
a major role in preparing
teamwork.
learned the importance of
I first Permitted
I
It was at summer camp that No Duplicationteam,
2
and we did everything together.
96
on the same
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Everyone in our cabin was
to do what was best for
Eighth Grade Power Review
what I wanted. Instead, I had
of them
each
couldn't be concerned with
help
to
to
and
tes
cabin-ma
Me to Be an Adult" (p. 160)
to get to know my Summer
Prepared
Camp
our team. I took the time
powerful.
feel
Ways
me
"Three
made
Use
your answer document.
efforts helped my team
Then fill in the answers on
succeed. Seeing that my
answer questions 9 - 12.
and try new things.
zone
comfort
my
of
outside
go
At camp, I learned how to
3
ing in trust-building
the ropes course, and participat
before.
Living in a cabin, running
that the speaker knew he needed
I'd never
shows
things
best done
dothe
selection
others and
from
Whichonsentence
tried again.
activities required me to9depend
than quit, I got back up and
but rather himself?
me 8.7 Fig19D: Complex Inferences)
There were times I failed, to rely on I never knew was there. This helped(TEKS
that
myself
within
strength
a
at hard things.
I found
take me home, I
and to succeed
ability to be Iflexible
to call my parents to come
proud
too
was
since
become more confident in my
But
A
it.
the most of My
weren't
decided to make
parents
to
up.
my ability to be flexible and
camp helped me grow more confident insurvive
become
to
me
Most of all, attending summer
how
4
helped
learned
I
This
.
B
or solve my problems
things.
there to nurse my every wound succeed Camp
at hard
was all about challenges rather me I could do great
life
the internet.
andI showed
could
zone me
without air-conditioning and C It pushed
my comfort
and showed
out ofzone
me
comfort
my
of
out
me
than convenience. It pushed
things.
solve my problems.
do great things.
to nurse my every wound or
D My parents weren’t there
If you are fortunate
opportunity to go to camp.
Not every person has the
5
gain great benefits. When
feel confident that you will
I
go,
to
able
they
be
to
realize
and
enough
look back on your camp days
you're an adult, like me, you'll
successful person you are.
most likely to —
helped shape you into the
10 The author wrote this selection
Complex Inferences - Purpose)
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Teacher Notes

Activity Sensory Language Scavenger Hunt
in the following Sensory
Using a picture book provided by your teacher, fill
the sensory words
Language Scavenger Hunt chart. You will then rewrite
using ordinary language.
Rope:
For example, using the sentence from Knots on a Counting
Simile The wind was whipping up sand as sharp as claws.
The wind blew the sharp sand.

SENSORY LANGUAGE SCAVENGER HUNT
Type (use chart) Sentence from book
Simile

Rewritten as ordinary language

The wind was whipping up The wind blew the sharp sand.
sand as sharp as claws.

Ass ess me nt TE & SE

Extensive
Teacher
Notes for
Each Day of
the Review

Literary Texts: Sensory Language

ACTIVITY Sensory Language
Scavenger Hunt

using one
1 Divide students into groups
strategies.
of the suggested grouping
(Appendix pages 205-207)

in their
3 Students will use the chart
They
books to complete this activity.
are to locate examples of sensory
Students
language in the picture book.
middle
the
in
sentence
the
will write
sensory
column, identify the type of
and then
language in the left column,
ordinary
rewrite the sentence using
language in the right column.
For example:
Type: simile
The wind
Sentence from the book:
as
was whipping up sand as sharp
claws.
blew
Normal sentence: The wind
the sharp sand.
A

(Student Edition page 45)

answer to each question.

(TEKS 8.2A: Roots & Affixes)

EXIT SLIP #2
and underlined. Determine the Circle
westward toward the
A word in each sentence is bolded
sentence.
the before
the American Revolution, some settlers migrated
it on the lines after Even
Label
meaning of the word and writehelped
the meaning.
Purchase and the War of 1812
in determiningOhio
Valley and the Deep South. But once the Louisiana
any clues in the sentence that
letters:
for the United States, waves of settlers
following
the
using
clue
the
established far-reaching boundaries
western expansion
American
The
fortunes.
Inference
their
for
I
of
search
A for Antonym; E for Example; rushed to move west in
economic impact on the
D for Definition; S for Synonym;
by the
from 1807 until 1912 had a tremendous
evident
took place
with the ball, his remorse was which
during westward expansion led to
1. After Marty broke the window
entire country. The growth of the U.S. economy
the same time,
tears in his eyes.
_____
for farms, ranches, minerals, and furs. At
in the demand
an increase___________
____________________________________________
of cotton
the cotton gin increased the profitability
____________________________________________
Eli Whitney's invention ofion
d in a couple of weeks, so the construct
Rush encouraged
of instant wealth, the 1848 California Gold
lure
the
With
2. The building was going to be dismantle
farming.
homes.
other
be used in
of the Homestead Act
workers took out anything that could
people to move west of the
____Mississippi River. The passage
____________________________________________
Transcontinental Railroad
___________
the
of
___________
completion
1869
___________
the
with
in 1862 coupled
______________________
the United States.
clue for the word remorse.
greatly aided the westward expansion of
3. Write a sentence that uses a synonym
_______________
____________________________________________ word migratus,
3 The French prufit, meaning
____________________________________________
1 The Latin
____
“to benefit,” helps the reader
___________
place
one
from
___________
meaning "to move
_________________________________
understand that the word
____________________________________________
to another," helps the reader
Western Expansion in the United States

understand that the word migrated
means —

219

Exit Slips to reinforce
concepts reviewed each
day

(TEKS 8.2A: Roots & Affixes)
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Eighth Grade Power
A Reviewsettled

B

traveled

C

evolved

D

circled

2 Originating from the word
expansionem, meaning “a
spreading out,” the word expansion
in the selection means —

(TEKS 8.2A: Roots & Affixes)

F
G

profitability in the selection
means —

(TEKS 8.2A: Roots & Affixes)

A

money-making

B

distribution

C

good effect

D

usefulness

4 In the selection, the word coupled
means —

H tied

treatment

J combined

development

J

range

MiniAssessments
on related
TEKS

2

(TEKS 8.9

162
8.13 Fig19D: Complex Inferences)

A

B

to —
The author included the image

4

Inferences)
(TEKS 8.13 Fig19D: Complex

F
G
H
J

illustrate the use of ear buds
help the reader see where
damage occurs
show the reader why music
hurts the ear
encourage readers to turn down

No Duplication Permitted

Purpose)

describe the danger of sharing
ear buds
explain how certain activities
can damage the ear
of
C provide a firsthand account
s
how music damaged someone’
hearing
ear
D convince readers to use
buds when they are mowing
the lawn

medical experts
teen patients
parents of teens
editors of medical journals

After reading this article, most
people would —

(TEKS 8.13C: Impact on Audience)

choose to be more careful with
their hearing
visit the school office to have
their hearing checked
about
H read more information
loud music
the
J share the information with
music industry

F

G

music

99
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(TEKS 8.2A: Roots & Affixes)

traveled
The settlers were in one place
and traveled west to expand
the country.

B

(TEKS 8.2A: Roots & Affixes)

Question 3
The French prufit, meaning
“to benefit,” helps the reader
understand that the word
profitability in the selection
means —
A money-making
If prufit means to benefit, and
the next lines speaks of the
lure of instant wealth, then
profitability means it was
money-making.
(TEKS 8.2A: Roots & Affixes)

combined
The Homestead Act and the
Transcontinental Railroad
combined to help westward
expansion.

J

65

Inc.
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Question 1
The Latin word migratus,
meaning "to move from one
place to another," helps the
reader understand that the
word migrated means —

Question 4
In the selection, the word
coupled means —

G married

large

H

Question 2
Originating from the word
expansionem, meaning “a
spreading out,” the word
expansion in the selection
means —
H development
People moving west to settle
was the way in which the
United States expanded her
borders.

(TEKS 8.2A: Roots & Affixes)

F fixed

Media Literacy
Literary & Informational Texts:

A
B
C
D

Vocabulary Development: Roots

Read the selection and choose the best

160
summer camp
reveal little known facts about
the most of a new situation
encourage readers to make
provide information on teamwork
summer camp
convince the reader to go to

Eighth Grade Power Review
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H
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to each
he —question.
answer
bestcan
infer that
choose
reader
thethe
actions,
andand
Read the selection
11 From the speaker’s thoughts
Inferences)
(TEKS 8.7 Fig19D: Complex This!
Now Hear
many auditory professionals
ded
During the past ten years,
A learned to be open-min
of younger patients
have noted an increased number
course
ropes
the
organized
B
Teen patients often
visiting their hearing clinics.
roaring, and pain in their
C called home everyday
complain of ringing, buzzing,
such as listening to
adult
an
as
activities
sful
by
D is unsucces
ears. This is caused
.
tools without ear protection
loud music or using power
journal, 12.5 percent
According to a leading medical
the ages of 6 and 19 have
of young people between
at
of—listening to loud music
resultto
as a likely
loss
most
hearing
selection
the
in
4
The
–
hs 2
wearing ear buds.
especially whenInferences)
12 The author includes paragrap
high volumes,
(TEKS 8.7 Fig19D: Complex
waves damages the delicate
constant exposure to sound
If not treated quickly, the
with strangers
components of the inner ear.
F explain how to build a team
t hearing
camp
can worsen and lead to permanen
time at summer
condition
G illustrate the need for quiet
camp
go to summerloss.
H motivate the readers to
camp
a result of activities at summer
J show how he matured as
is
selection
3 The purpose of this
to
1 The selection is most likely
to —
—
Permitted
No Duplication
Inferences appeal to readers who are
Complex
Fig19D:

Every
Selection is
analyzed
to use for
re-teach
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book that
2 Give each group a picture
ns for
was suggested in the preparatio
Day 3.

EXIT SLIP #1
underlined. Determine the
Circle
word in each sentence is bolded and
it on the lines after the sentence. Label
meaning of the word and writehelped
in determining the meaning.
any clues in the sentence that
the clue using the following letters:
Inference
for
I
Example;
ASSESS COMPREHENSION/STAAR
for
for Antonym; E
E Definition; S for Synonym; A
D for
PRACTIC
be; beds were not
were not what I thought they would
the selection
dations Scrooge
accommo
1 Students
1. Theread
the in the hotel room.
and answer
was filthy
the carpet
Counting
andHouse
in His made
______________________________________
questions.
___________
___________
___________
___________
___________
analyze
and
___________
class, discuss
2 As a
Eddie’s jokes were
talent show. But no one thought
questions
2. Josh. was hilarious during the
very amusing during his routine.
_______________
____________________________________________
___________
___________
___________
___________
.
inference clue for the word illuminate
3. Write a sentence that uses an
up.)
light
means
te”
(“Illumina
_______________
____________________________________________
56
____________________________________________
_______________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
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www.StepUpTEKS.com

Power Reviews Pricing
Available for 5th, 8th and
English I (coming soon)
Student Edition
10-99
at $11.95 each
100-249 at $10.95 each
250+
at $9.95 each
Minimum order of 10
Teacher Edition at $19.95
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